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Activities used as input
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EU Projects
NANOCAT Design of electrodes to minimize need for Pt.

Immediate Stack development reducing the degradation of the membranes. Finished

Autostack Complete stack development

Other Projects
New Components for Polymer fuelcells Focus on lifetime of Membranes (PEM)

Improving lifetime and performance 
of SOFC for trucks 

Improved lifetime

ThyRex Complete vehicle as ZEV concept : Closed

Automotive fuel cell cooling and heat-integration: 
identifying technical solutions

Focus on system surrounding the stack: New proposal 

Networks
Swedish Techwatch Steering group seat 

FCCJ Membership with local participation

H2ME Renault Participating 
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Hydrogen competetive arena

Hydrogen have the benefit of Makes

High energy density  longer range possible 

Zero emmision is possible in some 
cases 

It possible use inside zero emission 
zones or by zero emission customers

Hydrogen have the backdraw of Makes

Local infrastructure for hydrogen Limits the nr of customers interested

Lifetime of the Fuelcell Limits the application to range extender 
and Auxiliary power units

Cost of the system The customer needs to have a need for 
ZEV and range and limited electric 
infrastructure for battery charging
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• Trend of zero emmission zones are increasing, battery and charging will not meet the 
range requirment
– Bus

– Distribution trucks

– Garbage trucks 

• The increased need for Auxiliary power, idling engine is not an option
– Long haul trucks

– Bus passanger climate (1/2 energy neede in warm or cold countries)
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Applications
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Close to zero emission zones in cities 

http://urbanaccessregulations.eu/userhome/map

7 May 27, 2016

Legal

• Initiatives in individual cities 
promote/require ultra low emissions 
zones or zero emission city centers 

• Push for electromobility

• Access restrictions might be applied for 
non-zero emission vehicles

• Blue; Access regulation

• Green Low Emission Zone

• Red; Charging scheme

Global PESTEL 2035+   (Internal Use Only)
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What Zero emmission Solution?

How does this compare 
to :
- Hydrogen weight
- Tank weight
- Stack weight
- Support system weight

What are the forecast of 
these

Battery energy storage weight forecasts
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LETTERS NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE DOI: 10.1038/NCLIMATE2564
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95% conf interval whole industry
95% conf interval market leaders
Publications, reports and journals

News items with expert statements
Log fit of news, reports, and journals: 12 ± 6% decline

Additional cost estimates without clear method
Market leader, Nissan Motors, Leaf

Market leader, Tesla Motors, Model S
Other battery electric vehicles

Log fit of market leaders only: 8 ± 8% decline
Log fit of all estimates: 14 ± 6% decline
Future costs estimated in publications

<US$150 per kWh goal for commercialization

Figure 1 | Cost of Li-ion battery packs in BEV. Data are from multiple types of sources and trace both reported cost for the industry and costs for
market-leading manufactures. If costs reach US$150 per kWh this is commonly considered as the point of commercialization of BEV.
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Figure 2 | Modelled experience curves for battery packs. Learning rate is
based on modelled cost data and estimated cumulative capacity for the
whole industry, market leaders, and other industry with market leaders
subtracted. Underlying uncertainty in cost data must be taken into account
when interpreting results.

most important, and costs as low as US$300 per kWh due to such
improvements have been discussed2. Together with improvements
due to economies of scale, a 12–14% learning rate is conceivable.
A techno-economic explanation for the identified rapid decline in
cost is that the period since 2007 represents the earliest stage of
sales growth for BEVs. The estimates for the industry as a whole
thus reflect a wide range of Li-ion battery variants at initially
low production volumes, as well as necessarily immature battery
pack production techniques among BEV manufacturers. A rapidly
developing and restructuring industry in its early phase could yield
high learning rates at pack level. However, the learning rate for
NiMH batteries in hybrid vehicle applications have historically
been 9% (ref. 2), much closer to the modelled learning rates in
this paper. Hence, we believe that the 8% annual cost decline for
market-leading actors is more likely to represent the probable future
cost improvement for Li-ion battery packs in BEV, whereas the
14% decline for the industry as a whole to some degree represents
a correction of earlier, overestimated costs. It is likely that the
manufacturers with the highest car sales at present will have the

most competitive battery pack costs and that these represent a more
realistic long-term learning rate. With a cost level of approximately
US$300 per kWh these market-leading actors now set the de facto
current costs for state-of-the-art battery packs.

It can be expected that the cost gap between market leaders
and the industry as a whole will narrow over the coming years. In
such a scenario2, assuming continued sales growth of the order of
100%, and using learning rates and cost declines identified in this
paper, there is a convergence of estimates of battery cost for the
whole industry and costs for market-leading car manufacturers in
2017–2018 at around US$230 per kWh. This is significantly lower
than what is otherwise recognized in peer-reviewed literature, and
on par with the most optimistic future estimate among analysts
outside academia (by McKinsey), which stated in 2012 that US$200
per kWh can be reached in 2020, and US$160 per kWh in 2025
(ref. 15). From US$230 per kWh, costs need to fall a further third to
reach US$150 per kWh, at which BEVs are commonly understood
as becoming cost competitive with internal combustion vehicles5.
More recent academic studies find similar target costs16, but analysts
of, for example, the US market suggest that competitiveness with
internal combustion vehicles is reached already at US$400 per kWh
for fuel cost of US$6 per gallon, and US$250 per kWh at US$3–4.5
per gallon11,15, the latter range reflecting current conditions. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that parity with
internal combustion cars in general is reached at US$300 per kWh
(ref. 17). However, there are large uncertainties in these types
of scenarios, and recent empirical research has found no clear
correlation between fuel prices and actual BEV uptake18. BEV sales
are taking o� at today’s cost of US$300 per kWh, but BEVs are still a
niche product among early adopters. As well as lower battery costs,
important explanatory factors behind this take-o� include public
incentive schemes, and the local or regional presence of charging
infrastructure and national manufacturers18, because each of these
contribute to alleviating cognitive barriers10. However, if costs reach
as low as US$150 per kWh this means that electric vehicles will
probably move beyond niche applications and begin to penetrate
the market widely, leading to a potential paradigm shift in vehicle
technology.However, it should be noted that factors such as resource
availability and environmental impacts from a life-cycle perspective
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Battery energy storage cost forecasts
How does this 
compare to :
- Hydrogen Cost
- Tank cost
- Stack Cost
- Support system cost

What are the forecast 
of these
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• Volvo will need help on best available forecast on 
– How hydrogen and fuelcells will compete with the alternatives over 

time
– How the infrastructure deployment is going

• What We need from the technology
– Better lifetime
– Lower cost
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Conclusions


